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                    About

                    Nira Control AB offers a comprehensive range of advanced engine management systems
                         for combustion engines. Meeting customer demands for improved fuel economy and clean fuel solutions,
                          our products and services enable the transition to sustainable combustion engine powered products.
                    

                

            

        

        


        
            
                
                    Products

                    Our ECU line-up handles from 1 up to 16 cylinders in 12 and 24V systems.
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                                NIRA i5

                                Four Cylinder Multi Fuel ECU
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                                NIRA i6

                                Six Cylinder Multi Fuel ECU
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                                NIRA i7

                                Eight Cylinder Multi Fuel ECU
The Perfect Development Platform.
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                                NIRA i1x

                                One Cylinder ECU
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                                NIRA VCS

                                Marine Vessel Control System
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                                Nira EST / Nira CLOUD

                                End of Line and Service Tool with cloud based management

                            

                        

                    

                

            

        




        


        
            
                
                    Services

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        WE OFFER

                        an exhaustive suite of services to take your next generation engine application from the drawing board into production. This includes engine management system design, sensor and actuator selection, ECU hardware and engine management software adaptation, engine calibration services and environmental certification services.

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        WE ARE PIONEERING

                        alternative fuels for combustion engines, including natural gas, LPG, methanol, ethanol and hydrogen applications.
                            Multi-fuel and combustion engine / electrical hybrid solutions for compression and spark ignition engines.
                            Bespoke industrial and marine adaptations for emissions compliant common rail diesel engines.

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        WE ARE PROUD OF

                        our groundbreaking work together with our customers.

                            Recent examples: 

                            
                            
                            Caudwell

                            Kirloskar

                            ScandiNAOS

                            Transport for Wales


                            
                        
                            Contact us for references in your area of interest. 

                    

                

            

        




        


        
            
                
                    Our Legacy

                    We have keept our partners moving since 1983.
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                                1983

                                Company Formation

                            

                            Nils Jönsson and Mats Dahlgren form Nira Automotive as a successor to their respective companies Nimation and Raytec. One of the first Nira initiatives is the development of the turbo control and water injection system for the race-winning Volvo 240 competing in Group A racing.
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                                1990

                                Volvo Partnership

                            

                            Close collaboration with Volvo resulting in pioneering products such as NIRA iii - an engine control unit for natural gas powered buses - and the award winning Volvo Penta EDC - one of the world's first ECUs for marine engines. Volvo gradually acquiring a majority stake in Nira Automotive.
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                                2000

                                Spin-outs and New Ownership

                            

                            Spin-out of groundbreaking development projects within automotive sensor fusion and marine electronics into separate companies, divested from Nira Automotive. Legacy products including NIRA iii and NIRA i3 - an ECU for racing engines - acquired by Nira Control, an entity owned by current and former employees including current CEO Johan Gustafsson and CTO Tomas Kjellberg.
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                                2010

                                Acceleration of ECU Business

                            

                            Extension of the ECU product range and diversification of the business with deployment of Nira ECUs in products ranging from two-stroke hand-operated power tools to heavy duty tracked vehicles and power generators.
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                                Today

                                Expanding Business

                            

                            We're expanding our ECU business, extending our software and services offering and levelling up our capabilities to enable next generation powertrains.
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                        Customer Applications

                        Contact us for references in your area of interest.
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                        Embedded Hardware Engineer

                        We are looking for engineers with a keen interest to create electronic control units. You are going to work with customers and applications thru out the world, but the main market today is the EU, US, India, and United Kingdom.
                            You will support your customers from specification via prototyping, certification to mass production.

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        Embedded Software Engineer

                        Are you passionate about pushing the boundaries of technology and shaping the future of embedded systems? Join our dynamic team as an Embedded Software Engineer and contribute to cutting-edge projects that make a real-world impact!

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        Applications Systems Engineer

                        Are you a skilled software engineer with expertise in modern programming languages as well as C# and a passion for serverless cloud technologies? Join our forward-thinking team as an Application Software Engineer and contribute to the development of cutting-edge solutions.
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            Contact

            Are you Ready to start your next project with us? 

                Give us a call or send us an email!

        

      
        
          
          +46 (0)8 - 54 47 18 40

        

        
          
          Höglidsvägen 36, 
            182 47 Enebyberg, 
            SWEDEN
          

        

        
          
          
          info@nira.se
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                                    NIRA i5

                                    Four Cylinder Multi Fuel ECU.

                                    [image: ...]
                                    NIRA i5 is a powerful enginemanagement system based on one of NIRA’s high technology platforms. The i5 is designed to manage 
                                        modern port injected engines with up to four cylinders. 

The i5 comes together with NIRA RK, an application tool providing the 
                                        functionality for engine calibration, data logging and evaluation. Installing a NIRA i5 on your engine puts the calibration engineer 
                                        in control of the engine performance, hence enables increased power levels, reduced fuel consumption, lower emissions levels, and 
                                        an overall increased engine efficiency. 

These attributes together with a robust engine management system, developed for market 
                                        leading endurance performance, constitute a system which we believe is the optimal choice for developement of a 
                                        successful engine program.
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                                    NIRA i6

                                    Six Cylinder Multi Fuel ECU.

                                    [image: ...]
                                    NIRA i6 is a powerful engine management system based on one of NIRA's high technology platforms. The i6 is designed to manage 
                                        spark ignition engines with any kind of gaseous fuel either via Direct Injection (DI), Port Fuel Injection (PFI) or a fumigation 
                                        system for engines with up to six cylinders. 

The i6 comes together with NIRA RK, an application tool providing the 
                                        functionality for engine calibration, data logging and evaluation. Installing a NIRA i6 on your engine puts the calibration engineer 
                                        in control of the engine performance, hence enables increased power levels, reduced fuel consumption, lower emissions levels, and 
                                        an overall increased engine efficiency. 

These attributes together with a robust engine management system, developed for market 
                                        leading endurance performance, constitute a system which we believe is the optimal choice for developement of a 
                                        successful engine program.
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                                    NIRA i7

                                    Eight Cylinder Multi Fuel ECU.

                                        NIRA i7X, Direct Injection and Port Fuel Injection gasoline engines. 

                                        NIRA i7RS/1, Diesel engines with solenoid injectors. 

                                        NIRA i7RS/1 CAN, Diesel engines with solenoid injectors, isolated CAN. 

                                        NIRA i7RS/1 RP, Diesel engines with piezo injectors.
                                    [image: ...]
                                    Since the first engine started with NIRA i7 in 2009, we have applied this ECU to more than 50 different types 
                                        of diesel engines and about the same number of gasoline engines. The NIRA i7 ECU series can also handle Bi- 
                                        and Flex Fuel applications for both Compression and Spark ignition engines with any kind of Gaseous fuel 
                                        either via Direct Injection (DI), Port Fuel Injection (PFI), or a Fumigation system. 


                                        NIRA i7 is available in three different versions such as NIRA i7x for DI and PFI gasoline engines, NIRA i7rs for 
                                        diesel engines with solenoid injectors, and NIRA i7rp for diesel engines with piezo injectors. Each NIRA i7 
                                        can handle up to eight cylinders and we have applications where two NIRA i7 handle up to 16 cylinders engines.
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                                    NIRA i1x

                                    Engine management for small two stroke engines without battery

                                    [image: ...]
                                    Nira i1x run batteryless fuel injection systems. Load detection based on crank case pressure and crank case temperature.
                                        Engine synchronisation based on toothed wheel with gap. Ultra low fuel pressure injector. CAN based Diagnostic interface.
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                                    NIRA VCS

                                    Ultra modern drive-by-wire Vessel Control System
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                                    NIRA EST / Nira Cloud

                                    
                                        Nira EST is a powerful End of Line and Service management system. EST is closely integrated with Nira CLOUD for 
                                        software distribution, component tracking, data analysis, and optional remote monitoring. 

                                        Nira EST software is modular and configurable both regarding customer branding and adaptation of 
                                        functionality.

                                    [image: ...]
                                    Nira EST includes the following products: 

EST End Of line Tool, 
                                        Customer configurable end-of-line software for firmware flashing, data collection and functionality tests at first deployment.


                                        EST Service Tool, 
                                        Customer configurable Service Tool software for ECU software and calibration updates, peripheral component tracking, and customer-adapted routines.


                                        Nira Cloud, 
                                        Distribution of ECU firmware, EST updates, and documentation.
                                        Data collection and analysis.


                                        License Manager, 
                                        Customer portal with License server for distribution of EST licenses to manufacturing facilities and service organizations.


                                        Nira Remote, 
                                        Nira remote connectivity module for real-time tracking and data collection. Everything is integrated with Nira Cloud.


                                        Maintenance & Support, 
                                        Annual support agreement as per separate specifications.
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